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TERESITA’S TABLE TALK

We all want joy, but at times we may miss it.  Mainly 
because JOY is an abstract concept that is often 
misunderstood.  I understand joy as a daily choice in 
all the things we do and all the places we go. Joy is a 
fruit of the Spirit. When the Holy Spirit is active in 
our lives we become aware the power of joy in the 
midst of any circumstance.  As we prepare for my 
departure as your pastor I wanted to share with you 
all the moments of unspeakable joy I have 
experienced while serving at Totowa UMC.   

 

I love the 105 Church St. - God-size moments of 
worship in the Sanctuary, gentle nudges of the Spirit 
standing in awe of the lights that come through the 
stained-glass window at sunrise and sunset.  I have 
enjoyed the conversations around the table at 
Cheyney Hall.  The joy of being productive in my 
office space. 
 

Freedom to Experiment!  - You’ve allowed me to 
explore, experiment, and fail: worship experiences, 
new hymns and songs, Pokémon events, Coffee 
House Ministry, children’s program with Dilli Dalli’s, 
prayer vigils, prayer call, Totowa Day booth, Brew & 
Ashes, self-defense class, fundraisers, service 
projects, VBS, and many, many more “try-its”. 
 

Welcoming New Life! – Celebrating milestones with 
Jack and Donna Murray’s family; the birth of Mason, 
Kayle and Mason’s baptism.  Welcoming the 
Wendolowski’s, especially Carly’s baptism and her 
sweet coos and “Hi!” during and after worship! Jeff 
Hinko, who has become part of our family!  Seeing 
Alana grow in faith and love for Jesus. 

Talent and Artistry!  The poetry of Helen, Betty, and 
Doug; musical gifts of Joyce, Alexa Mary, and 
Barbara P.; the handy work of Mark, Nancy, Don, 
Bob, and Doug; the hospitality and service of Ruthie 
and Linda, and Agnes’ delicious baking, and others. 
 

Joy in Teamwork – Our support of our team was a 
life saver! Carol who was MY pastor on more than 
one occasion.  Maureen’s efficiency made my work 
easier.  Janice’s cheerful disposition and kind 
leadership. My good friend, Bob, who quickly 
responded to building/parsonage emergencies, 
together we minced theology and mission of the 
church in many conversations; Renee who took on 
the task of newsletter editor and has done great 
work for two years now! Lynn whose follow up skills 
ensured we stayed on task; Jim’s prompt responses 
preparing for reports; Nancy, our treasury, 
stewardship, organizational, get-things-done 
extraordinaire.  A secret someone, whose name 
ought not to be mentioned, who handles recycling, 
COSTCO runs, and other tasks; including amusing me 
with jokes and trivia questions. And last but not 
least, Pam, whose faith and devotion infused our 
worship experiences with kindness, love, gentleness, 
and care.  
 

MR. CHUCK WILLER – Do I need to say more? He is 
the grandfather I never had. Always first to tell me I 
am beautiful, and on few occasions when the 
sermon was particularly good, he would wink and 
say, “Pastor Post, save that one!” God broke the 
mold after He created Chuck.   
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LADIES LUNCH – Oh, what delicious fun! It only took 

me a year to join in, but when I did I was glad.  Thank 

you, Sue, Eileen, Barbara C., Ruthie, Helen, and Lynn, 

for so many good times.  I have learned many a thing 

from you!  

ANONYMOUS NOTES IN MY MAILBOX – Thank you 

for teaching me that some things do not require a 

response from me. 

CUMAC MISSION TEAM –Serving at CUMAC with 

you all has been a blessing.  Nancy, Mark, Chuck, and 

Ruthie: your commitment to serve is a testimony 

that the Holy Spirit is a force to be reckoned with 

amongst us at TUMC.    

PARTNERS -  Wonder Years; specifically, Rosangela 

who has been so generous with our church and my 

family.  Ms. Meredith and Ms. Christina, who were 

amazing teachers preparing Alana for Kindergarten!  

Whole Life Church, Pastor Odom and Lady Odom for 

your invitation to preach, and our prayer vigil 

together after the shooting in Dallas. Ethan! Catie! 

Elijah! General! Mary! and William!  Thank you for 

working with me. 

MY FAMILY -  Kenny who is the best partner a pastor 

could have.  Thank you for helping me with the 

projects you told me not to do but I did anyways.  

My daughters:  Dyanne who served in many Coffee 

Houses and Dysere who helped solidify our 

partnership with Passaic Valley High School.  My 

mom who accompanied me in many pastoral visits. 

And Alana my little partner in ministry, who many 

times God used to inspire, comfort, and encourage 

me. 

I am running out of space, and it may be that I forgot 

something or someone.  In my time left, I hope I get 

a chance to thank you all and celebrate the joys we 

shared! 

With Love, Teresita 

CHURCH NEWS 

 

May Birthdays 

5  – Terry Mentone 

10 – Diane Delorme 

18 – Wendy Dunlop 

25 – Carol VanHouten 

29 – Joyce Fulton 

29 – Linda Hackett 

30 – Ryan Paul Wendolowski 
 

BISHOP SCHOL APPOINTS  

REV. ANDREW PAEK TO TOTOWA UMC 

Andrew Paek is a native of 

Korea and has been serving 

in full time ministry over 

twenty years. He has a 

Bachelor of Arts degree 

from Nyack College and a 

Master of Divinity degree 

from Drew University. Andrew strives to live 

by his favorite passage, Matthew 6:33 that says, 

“walk by faith, not by sight.” He seeks wisdom, 

knowledge and understanding from God to 

fulfill the calling that has been placed upon his 

heart. He and Jeanne, his wife of 34 years, are 

proud parents of two adult children and a 

grandson.   

 

We look forward to warmly welcoming Rev. 

Paek and Jeanne. He starts officially July 1. 
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CHURCH  NEWS, CONTINUED 

Pastor’s Farewell Luncheon 

When: Sat., June 8, 2019 @ 2PM 
Where: Maggie’s Town Tavern 
10 Van Ness Avenue 
Little Falls, NJ  07424 
 

 

Easter Basket Drive of North Jersey 

Our Linda Hackett once 
again participated with 
others and together they 
made 4500 Easter baskets 
that were distributed to 
the YMCA, Cumac, Oasis, 
Eva’s Kitchen etc.  
 

 

A Mothering Blessing 

 
Precious God, 

We thank you for mothers.  We thank you for all 

those who care for us in quiet, often unrecognized 

ways; we thank you for all those who care for 

others in patience and love.  We are sorry for those 

times when we have failed to care for others and 

pray that you will teach us to care as you do and 

that you will hold all mothers and carers in the light 

of your presence and guide them to you. Amen. 

— produced by the Mother’s Union.  Posted on the blog of St. Mark’s, Flecknoe 

Congratulations Dysere M. 

Rivera-Matos 

Pastor Teresita and her family are 
proud to celebrate their daughter, 
Dyseré M. Rivera-Matos as she 
graduates from Passaic Valley High 

School.  She has been accepted to attend SCAD 
(Savannah College of Art and Design).  We pray for 
a blessed next chapter! 

VANTAGE POINT BY DOUG DUNLOP 

“One Small Step” 

“Our passionate preoccupation with the sky, the stars, 

and a God somewhere out in outer space is a homing 

impulse. We are drawn back to where we came from”  

-Eric Hoffer 

This week, I watched a movie from the library 

called “First Man” about the space race, and 

focusing on the life of Neil Armstrong, the first 

man to walk on the moon. I like Science Fiction 

but most of the movies I see are more like fantasy. 

The physics is usually all wrong, and most of the 

plots seem impossible, but we suspend our 

beliefs and just enjoy the action. 

 “First Man” was about the human stories of the 

space race, especially Neil Armstrong and his 

family. The death of his two-year-old daughter to 

a brain tumor especially affected him. The death 

of a child is one of the hardest burdens we face in 

life. Perhaps his desire to be part of the race to 

the moon was a quest to understand the mystery 

of life and death. There is a scene in the movie 

where he throws the little girl’s bracelet into a 

crater on the moon. Whether this really 

happened is not clear because he was alone on 

the moon and was a very private man. The story 

came from his wife. 

 One scene that impressed me was the view of the 

curvature of the Earth from the X-15 rocket plane 

as it flew high almost into space. 

So I am going to try to make a connection 

between the view of Earth from space, and the 

stories in the Bible, especially the creation story. 

The stories in the Bible of the “Garden of Eden” 

have been told to us since Sunday School. Some 

people say they are just myths or fairy tales. 

But archaeologists are discovering that there is 

truth to the stories from the Bible. Perhaps not in 

http://flecknoeparish.blogspot.com/
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a literal sense but as metaphors for the human 

experience. Evidence has been found for the 

existence of the four rivers mentioned in the Bible. 

The Tigris and Euphrates are well known and define the 

“Fertile Crescent” in the Middle East, the “Cradle of 

Civilization” The other two rivers the Gihon and the 

Pishon were unknown but photographs from space 

have shown ancient riverbeds in the desert. At the time 

of the dawn of civilization, the Ice Age caused sea levels 

to be much lower. It is theorized that mankind may 

have been able to walk across the Red Sea from Africa 

to Arabia since the water levels were much lower. 

When the Ice Age ended and the climate changed, sea 

levels rose and the area of the Garden of Eden became 

desert as the Bible says. The rivers were covered by the 

Red Sea and mankind had to migrate away from the 

garden. This also reflects the change from the hunter 

gatherer lifestyle of the garden to agriculture and 

civilization. God told “Adam”(mankind) to till the Earth. 

Space exploration and its’ link to archaeology is still in 

its’ infancy. Man’s quest to explore space is also a quest 

to be closer to God.  

As we explore the mysteries of space we may find more 

about God and our own creation. 

POEMS, THOUGHTS 

“Adam and Eve and the Tree of Life” (reference Genesis chapters 1- 3) by Doug Dunlop 

A long time ago “In the Beginning” God said “Let 

there be light”! So God made the Sun to light up 

the day, and the Moon to light up the night. 

Then God made the 

Earth and the animals in 

it, and created Mankind 

to live within it. 

Man and Woman, 

husband and wife, to 

live together all their 

life. Then God made a 

garden for them to live in, and planted a beautiful 

tree within. 

The tree was blooming with a shimmering light, 

when they saw it they said ”What a beautiful 

sight”! 

But along came the tempter in the form of a snake, 

“If you want to be wise, the fruit you should take”! 

Now the woman was wise enough to know, that to 

disobey God was no place to go. 

But the serpent was wiser than any beast, “Go 

ahead and eat, have a feast”! 

“God doesn’t want you to be wise, Eat the fruit, it 

will open your eyes”! 

“God is afraid of the wisdom within, because you 

might not worship him”! 

So the woman called the man, and he didn’t balk, 

They both ate the fruit and began to talk.“We are 

naked, what should we do”? 

God said “I will have to make clothes for you”! 

“You can’t live in the garden anymore, I’ll send my 

angels to guard the door”! 

The woman said “The serpent tricked me, I didn’t 

mean to disobey”! The man said “It’s the woman’s 

fault, I’m innocent today”! 

But God said “Sorry, it’s too late, your punishment 

will be hard work and hate”! 

“Now Man and Woman will have enmity, because 

you ate the fruit from the tree” 

“And a piece of the fruit, will get stuck In the man’s 

throat, because of his lies he will sound like a 

goat”! “And the woman will have heartache and 

pain, and the man will rule over her from now on”! 

But God still loved them in spite of it all, so he 

made a new garden, Gethsemane it was called. 

And God sent a gardener to invite them in, if they 

could only repent of their sin!He gave his life as a 

sacrifice, to remove the stain of mankind’s vice. 
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And back to the garden they will go, and mankind will see death no more!

HYMN  

HOW GREAT THOU ART 

O Lord my God, When I in awesome wonder,  

Consider all the worlds Thy Hands have made;  

I see the stars, I hear the rolling thunder,  

Thy power throughout the universe displayed. 

 

Chorus: 

Then sings my soul, My Saviour God, to Thee,  

How great Thou art, How great Thou art. 

Then sings my soul, My Saviour God, to Thee,  

How great Thou art, How great Thou art!  

 

When through the woods, and forest glades I 

wander,  

And hear the birds sing sweetly in the trees. 

When I look down, from lofty mountain grandeur 

And see the brook, and feel the gentle breeze. 

 

Chorus: 

Then sings my soul, My Saviour God, to Thee,  

How great Thou art, How great Thou art. 

Then sings my soul, My Saviour God, to Thee,  

How great Thou art, How great Thou art!  

 

And when I think, that God, His Son not sparing;  

Sent Him to die, I scarce can take it in;  

That on a Cross, my burdens gladly bearing,  

He bled and died to take away my sin. 

Chorus: 

Then sings my soul, My Saviour God, to Thee,  

How great Thou art, How great Thou art. 

Then sings my soul, My Saviour God, to Thee,  

How great Thou art, How great Thou art!  

 

When Christ shall come, with shout of 

acclamation,  

And take me home, what joy shall fill my heart. 

Then I shall bow, in humble adoration,  

And then proclaim: "My God, how great Thou 

art!" 

Chorus: 
Then sings my soul, My Saviour God, to Thee,  

How great Thou art, How great Thou art. 

Then sings my soul, My Saviour God, to Thee,  

How great Thou art, How great Thou art! 

"How Great Thou Art" is a Christian hymn 

based on a Swedish traditional melody and a 

poem written by Carl Boberg (1859–1940) in 

Mönsterås, Sweden in 1885. It was translated 

into German and then into Russian. It was 

translated into English from the Russian by 

English missionary Stuart K. Hine, who also 

added two original verses of his own. It was 

popularized by George Beverly Shea and 

Cliff Barrows during the Billy Graham 

crusades. It was voted the United Kingdom's 

favourite hymn by BBC's Songs of Praise. 

"How Great Thou Art" was ranked second 

(after "Amazing Grace") on a list of the 

favourite hymns of all time in a survey by 

Christianity Today magazine in 2001. 

The inspiration for the poem came when 

Boberg was walking home from church near 

Kronobäck, Sweden, and listening to church 

bells. A sudden storm got Boberg’s attention, 

and then just as suddenly as it had made its 

appearance, it subsided to a peaceful calm 

which Boberg observed over Mönsterås Bay. 

According to J. Irving Erickson:  

Carl Boberg and some friends were 

returning home to Mönsterås from Kronobäck, 

where they had participated in an afternoon 

service. Presently a thundercloud appeared 

on the horizon, and soon lightning flashed 

across the sky. Strong winds swept over the 

meadows and billowing fields of grain. The 

thunder pealed in loud claps. Then rain came 

in cool fresh showers. In a little while the 

storm was over, and a rainbow appeared.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hymn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Boberg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%B6nster%C3%A5s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Beverly_Shea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cliff_Barrows
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Billy_Graham
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BBC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Songs_of_Praise
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazing_Grace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%B6nster%C3%A5s
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When Boberg arrived home, he opened the 

window and saw the bay of Mönsterås like a 

mirror before him… From the woods on the 

other side of the bay, he heard the song of a 

thrush… the church bells were tolling in the 

quiet evening. 

It was this series of sights, sounds, and 

experiences that inspired the writing of the 

song.  

According to Boberg's great-nephew, Bud 

Boberg, "My dad's story of its origin was that 

it was a paraphrase of Psalm 8 and was used 

in the 'underground church' in Sweden in the 

late 1800s when the Baptists and Mission 

Friends were persecuted. The author, Carl 

Boberg himself gave the following 

information about the inspiration behind his 

poem:  

It was that time of year when everything 

seemed to be in its richest colouring; the 

birds were singing in trees and everywhere. 

It was very warm; a thunderstorm appeared 

on the horizon and soon there was thunder 

and lightning. We had to hurry to shelter. But 

the storm was soon over and the clear sky 

appeared.  

When I came home I opened my window 

toward the sea. There evidently had been a 

funeral and the bells were playing the tune of 

"When eternity's clock calls my saved soul to 

its Sabbath rest". That evening, I wrote the 

song, "O Store Gud" 

The song was first translated from Swedish to 

German by a wealthy Baltic German Baptist 

nobleman, Manfred von Glehn (born 1867 in 

Jelgimaggi, Estonia; died 1924 in Brazil), who 

had heard the hymn in Estonia, where there 

was a Swedish-speaking minority. It was first 

published in Blankenburger Lieder. The song 

became popular in Germany, where "Wie 

groß bist Du" is the common title (the first 

line is "Du großer Gott"). 

Eventually, the German version reached 

Russia where a Russian version entitled 

"Velikiy Bog" (Великий Бог - Great God) was 

produced in 1912 by Ivan S. Prokhanov 

(1869–1935), the "Martin Luther of Russia", 

and "the most prolific Protestant hymn writer 

and translator in all of Russia" at that time in a 

Russian-language Protestant hymnbook 

published in St. Petersburg (later Leningrad), 

Kymvali  

(Cymbals). An enlarged edition of this 

hymnbook entitled "Songs of a Christian", 

including "Velikiy Bog" was released in 1927.  

Stuart K. Hine was a British Methodist 

missionary on a mission trip in Ukraine in 

1931 when he heard the Russian translation of 

a German song inspired by Carl Boberg's 

poem "O Store Gud" (O Great God). Hine 

began to translation the song to English and 

added several verses. The third verse was 

inspired by the conversion of villagers in 

Russia who cried out to God loudly as the 

repented and realized God's love and mercy 

- "And when I think that God, His Son not 

sparing, sent Him to die, I scarce can take it 

in." Stuart Hine and his family left Ukraine as 

famine and World War II began, and settled 

in Somerset, Britain where he continued to 

serve as a missionary to Polish refugees. The 

forth verse of "How Great Thou Art" was 

inspired by displaced Russians who 

experienced great loss and looked forward 

to seeing their loved ones again in heaven - 

"When Christ shall come with shouts of 

acclamation to take me home, what joy shall 

fill my heart."The final English version of 

"How Great Thou Art" was published in 1949 

and quickly spread among Britain, Africa, 

India and America. (from Wikipedia) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thrush_(bird)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baltic_German
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baptist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nobleman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J%C3%A4lgim%C3%A4e
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Estonia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Estonian_Swedes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leningrad
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BIBLE CHALLENGE 

 
BIBLE COMBOS 

Combine letter groups from columns 1, 2 and 3 (in that order) to form books of the 

Bible. Each group will be used only once. The first one has been done for you. See 

bold. (Samuel)

 

1 2 3 

 SA ADI UA 

 CO OVE ON 

TI CHAR EL 

OB GG WS 

CHR MU RBS 

JO LATI HY 

PR TH CLES 

PHI BRE IAH 

HA MOT AI 

GA LEM ER 

HE RINT ANS 

ES ONI AH 

ZE SH HIANS 

 

_SAMUEL______________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

 

LAST MONTHS ANSWERS 

 

1. Abel 

2. Adam 

           3. Issac (Isaak) 

4. Noah 

5. Aaron 

6. Stephen 

7. Esther 

8. Joshua 

9. Emmanuel 

10. Timothy 
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GETTING OLDER

Getting older, my 

foot!…perpetually aging 

sounds better 

 

I feel like my body has gotten 

totally out of shape, so I got 

my doctor’s permission to join 

a fitness club and start 

exercising. I decided to take 

an aerobics class for seniors.    

I bent, twisted, gyrated, 

jumped up and down, and 

perspired for an hour. But, by 

the time I got my leotards on, 

the class was over. 

 

 Reporters interviewing a 104-

year-old woman: “And what 

do you think is the best thing 

about being 104?” the 

reporter asked. She simply 

replied, “No peer pressure.” 

 

The nice thing about being 

senile is you can hide your 

own Easter eggs. 

 Just before the funeral 

services, the undertaker came 

up to the very elderly widow 

and asked, “How old was your 

husband?” “98,” she replied. 

“Two years older than me.” 

“So you’re 96,” the undertaker 

commented. She responded, 

“Hardly worth going home, is 

it?  

 

I’ve sure gotten old! I’ve had 

two bypass surgeries, a hip 

replacement, new knees. 

Fought prostate cancer and 

diabetes. I’m half blind, can’t 

hear anything quieter than a 

jet engine, take 40 different 

medications that make me 

dizzy, winded, and subject to 

blackouts. Have bouts with 

dementia. Have poor 

circulation; hardly feel my 

hands and feet anymore. Can’t 

remember if I’m 85 or 92. 

Have lost all my friends. But, 

thank God, I still have my 

driver’s license. 

 

An elderly woman decided to 

prepare her will and told her 

preacher she had two final 

requests. First, she wanted to 

be cremated, and second, she 

wanted her ashes scattered 

over Wal-Mart. “Wal-Mart?” 

the preacher exclaimed. 

“Why Wal-Mart?” “Then I’ll be 

sure my daughters visit me 

twice a week.” 

My memory’s not as sharp as it 

used to be. Also, my memory’s 

not as sharp as it used to be. 

 

Know how to prevent sagging? 

Just eat till the wrinkles fill out. 

I’ve still got it, but nobody 

wants to see it. 

 

I’m getting into swing 

dancing. Not on purpose. 

Some parts of my body are 

just prone to swinging. 

It’s scary when you start 

making the same noises as 

your coffeemaker.  

 

These days about half the stuff 

in my shopping cart says, “For 

fast relief.” 

 

I’ve tried to find a suitable 

exercise video for women my 

age, but they haven’t made 

one called “Buns of Putty.” 

Don’t think of it as getting 

hot flashes. Think of it as 

your inner child playing with 

matches. 

Don’t let aging get you down. 

It’s too hard to get back up.! 

 

Remember: You don’t stop 

laughing because you grow 

old, You grow old because 

you stop laughing. 
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JUST A LITTLE JOY 

 

“Don't cry because it's over,  

smile because it happened.”   
― Dr. Seuss 

 

 
 

“When you do things from your soul, 

you feel a river moving in you, a joy.”  
― Rumi 

 

 
 

“Sometimes your joy is the source of 

your smile, but sometimes your smile 

can be the source of your joy.”  
― Thich Nhat Hanh 

 

 
“One can never consent to creep when 

one feels an impulse to soar.”  

― Helen Keller 

“Joy is the infallible sign of the 

presence of God.”  
― Pierre Teilhard de Chardin 

 

“Let us dance in the sun, wearing wild 

flowers in our hair...” 
― susan polis schutz 
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                              THE SPIRIT 

 
Newsletter Editor  Renee Vetter 

Administrative Support Maureen Grant 

Opinion Column  Doug Dunlop 

Please send your contributions for the JUNE 

issue of The Spirit by MAY 21, 2019 to the 

editor at reneev1@verizon.net. Consider 

events, news, stories, poems, recipes, or 

photos. Thank You. 

 
 

TOTOWA UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 

WORSHIP ON SUNDAYS AT 10AM 

105 CHURCH ST. TOTOWA NJ 07512 

PH. 973-790-5961 

TOTOWAUMC@GMAIL.COM 

WWW.TOTOWAUMC.ORG 
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